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Instructions to Candidates:

Attemptany|ivequestions,selectingonequestionfromeachunit.Allquestions
carry equal'*orirr. (schematic diigrams must be shown wherever necessary'

Any data you feel missing suitably be ass,um"i o"a stated clearly' units of

quantities ""it"ot"ulated 
must be stated clearly')

Time : 3 Hours
Maximum Marks

Min. Passing Marks

Unit - I

a)WhatdoyouunderstandbyRenewableSourceofEnergy?Describevarious
sources of rener,vabre energy in India. (10)

b)DiscussMalthusiantheoryofpopulationGrowth.Alsostatethereasonsand
consequences of population growth' (6)

OR

a) what is Bio - diversity? Describe the ecological significance ofbio - diversity'
(8)

b) what do you understand by ..Environmental pollution". Discuss the strategies

to control the environmental pollution' (8)

Unit - II

2. a) What are the c'mmon impurities found in surface water? Discuss the ill effects

onthese imPurities on mankind? 
(8)

b)Describethesourcesofwateralongwiththeircharacteristics.(8)
OR

2. a) Enumerate the various techniques ofwastewater treatment? write the different

steps of domestic waste water treatment'
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1.
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3. a)

b)

b) Write notes on the following :-

1) SePtic tank

ii) EnvironmentallmpactAssessment(EIA)

Unit - III

(4+4=8)

of noise Pollution? ExPlain
(8)

formed along with adverse
(8)

Explain noise pollution. What are the sources

various measures to control noise pollution'

What is "Global warming"? Explain how it is
effects and control methods.

3. a)

b)

4. a)

b)

4. a)

OR

what is air pollution? what are the adverse effects of air pollution on human

heatth? (8)

Describe the various steps involved in solid waste management in detail' (8)

Unit - tV

What is Disaster? Describe the classification ofvarious types of disasters'(10)

Briefly discuss the vulnerability of Indian sub - continent to drought' (6)

OR

Write the do and don'ts for the safety related to earth quake, drought, nuclear

hazards and fire hazards. (8)

b) Write note on disaster management cycle and its components'

Un"it - V

Explain the various types of seismic waves with neat sketches'

Discuss the seismicity and concept of seismic zoning as per IS - 1893 (2002)'
(8)

(8)

(8) _5. a)

b)

5. a)

b)

State various base

resistant buildings.

OR

isolation techniques used in construction of earthquake
(8)

Write a brief note on plate tectonic theory giving a neat sketch of the Earth's

structure. (8)
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